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Abstract 

In A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry, the main character deals with a significant 

deterioration and reduction of their status, value and significance as a citizen of the nation. 

Therefore, the novel acts as an indictment of the atrocities committed under the despotic rule 

of Emergency. However, their deduction of status, value and position as a citizen started 

before the Emergency was implemented. Mistry’s novel, therefore, also plays a critique to the 

idealistic policies of Nehru’s Nation-Building and Socialism, which remained ineffectively 

implemented, executed and was insincerely planned. The novel further criticises that despite 

the concepts were mapped to help it’s countrymen in achieving a desired level of equality, 

unity, democratic freedom and social acceptability; they were ineffectively executed and it’s 

idealism and sincerity further deteriorated when carried forward by Nehru’s successor. This 

has been dealt with the portrayal of its characters’ repeated confrontation with political and 

electoral corruption, financial instability and the stagnancy of their lives and of their 

community as a whole.   
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Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance was first published in 1995, a year before India’s 

50th year of Independence. Published by McClelland and Stewart, it won the 1995 Giller 

Prize and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize in 1996. Often regarded as Mistry’s most 

successful and stimulating novel, it raises further questions on Identity, Nationality, Politics 

and the Nation.    

Mistry’s A Fine Balance majorly revolves around the lives of 4 protagonists and their 

struggle during different phases of India’s social and political situations, leading their lives 

from one predicament to another. Mistry, through his novels, covers a colossal spectrum of 

Indian socio-political history from the few preceding years before India’s independence to the 

virulent years of Indian Emergency finally culminating with the 1984 Anti-Sikh riots. By 

choosing the protagonists from the minority, supressed and underprivileged class of society, 

Mistry tried to give voices to those who often live on the fringes of national recognition. 

They either do not find voice, medium or the listener to acknowledge their woes and 

sufferings. A fine Balance encompasses a broad sweep of history and its encapsulating 

panorama of major Indian historical events has a direct or indirect impact on the lives of its 

characters, provoking us to contemplate over the proximity of political and governmental 

institutions with the lives and experiences of its subjects.      

There are four main characters in the novel, whose lives revolve around the socio-

economic vicissitudes of the country. Since the novel deals with a vast spectrum of Indian 

history, beginning from Indian independence to Emergency and 1984 Anti-Sikh riots, the 

lives of each character takes a continuous shift passing through each such phase. The central 

character of the novel is Dina Dalal, a Parsee widow, who, in a want of freedom, stays alone 

in a flat and tailors for a company. When she grows old and her eyes became inept for such a 

job, she hires two tailors, Ishwar and Omprakash, to work under her. To further save herself 

from bankruptcy, she hires a boarder Maneck Kohlal. Before commencing on their journey 
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through triumphs and tribulations, Mistry delved deep into their past and evinces upon a 

detailed family history of his two chamaar characters, Ishwar and Omprakash. Mistry, by 

using a vivid sense of history and powerful narration, presents us with events that happened 

before India’s independence and immediately after Independence and those events primarily 

deals with the atrocities on Dalit community by the hands of upper caste people. The 

dismaying and appalling past of Ishwar and his brother Narayan is depicted with incisive 

credulity.  

Even though Mistry’s central idea for the book was to depict the appalling atrocities 

committed during Emergency and to show the dark side of unchecked power and 

authoritarian government, Mistry’s novel somehow also delve deeper into the stagnancy of 

Indian society and economy under the leadership of its first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. 

Jawaharlal Nehru, known for his leadership in the national movement and being the first 

Prime Minister of India, is also known for his idealistic policies of nation-building and 

socialism. Such policies include the Nation’s unity, equality, democratic socialism and social 

acceptability.  

These policies, however, have been criticised in the novel for being either too 

idealistic or ineffectively implemented, leaving the society and the economy of the country in 

a state of stagnancy, degeneration and even decadence. This criticism comes to light with 

almost every character’s experience after India’s independence when Nehru held the supreme 

position in Indian politics. Before the novel could turn and shed light upon the appalling 

conditions of life under Indira Gandhi’s Emergency, the novel deals largely about the past 

life of character’s such as Dina Dalal, Farokh Kohlal, and Ishwar and Narayan, whose 

necessitous and impoverished state of life satirises the idealistic vision of Nehru and his 

nation-building.  
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Mostly the research on Rohinton Mistry’s A Fine Balance revolves around the 

reduction and deterioration of citizen’s freedom and liberty under the despotic rule of Indira 

Gandhi, especially when Emergency was implemented. This deduction was a result of the 

political corruption, authoritarianism, political excess and rise of non-institutional authorities 

of power. What major researches have failed to note is that, the characters’ deterioration, 

reduction, instability and helplessness has been addressed throughout the novel and not 

specifically after the Emergency was implemented. The financial instability, loss of ecology, 

fear of crime, political and electoral corruption and the stagnancy and alienation of Dalit were 

all a result of ineffective planning and execution of all those idealistic concepts on the basis 

of which New India’s foundation was kept. Therefore, it subtly criticises Nehru’s idealism 

and claims that in the end, all his ideals were vague, unimplemented and were merely empty 

slogans.  

Jawaharlal Nehru was proclaimed to be a protagonist of the dignity of the individual. 

He ardently believed that higher standards in life can be achieved in a society which is based 

on the principles of social justice and equality. Thus, he abhorred the religious inequality 

between the upper caste and the dalits and claimed it to be the social evil of Indian society 

that hinders its growth and development. This concept of Nehru’s equality is lampooned by 

Mistry’s depiction of the lives of Ishwar and Narayan and the stagnancy of their community 

even after 20 years of India’s independence, where they still ‘wish’ to be able to ‘drink from 

the village well, worship in the temple and walk wherever they like’, all such meagre 

activities that are part of basic social equality.  

Other such idealistic ideas of Nehru that were subtly criticised are that of India’s unity 

and astounding prospects of India’s welfare under Nehruvian socialism. These are criticised 

by showing a break in the social fabric of nation’s unity when the citizen demanded to divide 

the state lines on the basis of language and by representing the financial instability of its 
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characters that gradually lost their livelihood under the monopolised market. By criticising 

Nehru, Mistry never tried to ridicule the ideas of Nehru or depicted them to be unworthy and 

vile. But through the novel, he enumerated that even though the ideas were noble-minded and 

have come from the person who is passionate about his ideas, they later became an empty 

slogan which could be used for political needs and can be touted whenever it was expedient.   

The first criticism of Nehru’s idealistic concepts of national unity and communal harmony is 

portrayed in the chapter ‘City by the sea’. The social fabric of India in which Nehru ardently 

believed in and nurtured as early as his student days shows a break in the chapter with 

communal tensions, morcha and commotion. This was the first sign of a communally divided 

India, the situation which aggravated with Nehru’s concession to divide the states on 

linguistic basis. The criticism of such a break of social fabric is however shown in a subtle 

form. It has been shown to depict the current agitation of some groups who are interested in 

dividing the state into linguistics lines. But the characters’ agitation and the usage of word 

‘another’ while describing the morcha revealed that this was not the first and only morcha 

that was being released. There have been many morcha and planned agitation to divide the 

states into linguistic lines. This further reveals that the cracks in country were not really thin, 

rather had aggravated with the passing time. There was another revelation that follows just 

after the acknowledgement of the morcha, when Shirin Aunty, agitated by repeated morcha 

and unrest, reveals that this was perhaps not the only change the countrymen were demanding 

from the country just after independence. When she said ‘Everyone wants to change 

things…Why can’t people learn to be happy with what they have’, it becomes clear the breaks 

and divide in the country were only not because of the language barrier but other barriers as 

well, which Nehru was unable to solve.  

This divide can also be attributed to aftermath consequence of the partition of India, 

where one religious group demarcated on the basis of differences. With this demarcation, 
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other small groups found a reason to advocate their own differences and claim their right on 

division. This short episode in between the story is substantive enough to depict the short 

breaks in nation’s unity. This, in fact, also admonishes Nehru’s own claims and beliefs of 

nation’s unity. In his book The Discovery of India, Nehru delve deeper into our nation’s unity 

in the chapter ‘The variety and unity of India’. According to him, some kind of a dream of 

unity has occupied the minds of our nation right from the beginning of the civilisation. He 

believes that this unity is not a new concept nor was it imposed upon the citizen but it was 

‘something deeper, and within its fold and widest concept of belief and custom was practiced 

and every variety acknowledged and even encouraged.’ (Nehru 62)   

But Mistry subtly reprimands such beliefs of Nehru, somehow giving us a faint 

picture that even though Nehru had lofty morals and beliefs, his stake in keeping India united 

was weak and sometimes ineffective. Pradip Dey in his book Nehru: Legacy and Relevance 

also reveals that same reality. In the chapter ‘Nehruvian Policies: A critical overview’, Dey 

discloses that Nehru’s decision to reorganise the states on the basis of linguistic lines and 

languages ‘perhaps germinated the seeds of the present centrifugal territorial demands, 

affecting the unity of our country’ (Dey 94). This was perhaps highlighted by Mistry through 

this representation that Nehru’s famous belief of unity in diversity was indeed not practically 

implemented nor was it vividly visualised.  

After this subtle criticism, when the story covers the spectrum of 20 years after 

independence, the criticism takes a staunch and stern shape in the novel, revealing the 

ineptness of Nehru’s ideas. Narayan and Ishwar, the two Dalit character in the novel have 

changed their trade from what their caste required them to do to new trade of tailoring. 

Ishwar settled with Ashraf Chacha and Narayan came back to the village, with a thought of 

sewing clothes for his other Dalit counterparts and also for bringing the change in their 

community. After having learned the robes of tailoring, Narayan returns to the village, 
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marries and starts a successful tailoring business. His wife gives birth to a son, Omprakash 

and he is also sent to Ashraf Chacha to learn tailoring. However, his mind is often drifted to 

the stagnation of their community. On being asked of all the things that are bothering him, 

Narayan reveals that condition of their community that one might not expect it from a 

country which has been freed from colonial rule for more than 20 years, and whose leader is a 

staunch believer of equality and social freedom. Narayan reveals that he was just thinking 

that how ‘nothing changes. Years pass and nothing changes’. This indeed is in reference with 

the stagnancy of their community, which has ever remained in the same alienated position as 

it had been before independence. When pressed further by his father, Narayan laments that 

even though their occupation has changed from scavengers to the more respectable and 

dignified tailors, there are other ‘important things’ that have still remained the same as they 

were 20 years back. He further reveals that: 

‘Government passed new laws, says no more untouchability, yet everything is the same. The 

upper-caste bastards still treat us worse than animals’ (Mistry 142)  

This remark of his carries a harsh criticism of Nehru’s idealistic concept of removing 

inequality from the community that has since centuries believed in the caste system. Saroj 

Prasad in her book Nehru Concept of freedom opined that for Nehru ‘the need for social 

freedom was paramount’, but in Mistry’s book this has been challenged by suggesting that if 

it truly had been paramount, the characters wouldn’t have lived in the same debilitating 

conditions as they had been living. Such conditions have again been confirmed by Narayan 

himself when he declares after 20 years of independence, he still wishes to ‘drink from the 

village well, worship in the temple, walk where I like’. These wishes are all such meagre 

activities that are part of basic social equality. This is a criticism of Nehru’s failure to uplift 

the downtrodden caste ridden Dalits by not giving them their rightful place in the social arena 

of the nation nor in the electoral politics.  
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The electoral and political corruption is also addressed in the novel. It depicts how 

after Nehru’s demise, the ideals he ardently held were first a failure in implementation, and 

then were unfairly carried by his successor. After 20 years of disappointment and degenerated 

living, when Narayan decided to fight his way to making a change for his community, he met 

with barbarous torture and condemnation. When Narayan went to vote, the men at the table 

asked him to give his thumbprint and ‘they will do the rest’. Unperturbed by their concealed 

attempt to exclude dalits from electoral vote, Narayan raised his voice which was followed by 

the voices of other dalits. When Thakur Dharmasi, a local leader, was summoned, they 

‘forced their thumbs to the ink pad and completed the registration. Thakur Dharmasi 

whispered to his assistant to take them to his farm.’ The barbarities committed by upper caste 

Hindus on Narayan and his other Dalit counterparts are depicted by Mistry in such a way: 

“Throughout the day, at intervals, they were flogged as they hung naked by their ankle from 

the branches of a banyan tree… Dharmasi’s men urinated on the three inverted faces… In 

the evening, after the ballot boxes were taken away, burning coals were held to the three 

men’s genitals, and then stuffed into their mouths. Their screams were heard through the 

village until their lips and tongues were melted away.” (Mistry 146)   

After these incidences of break in the social fabric of the country, the stagnant state of 

dalits even after 20 years of independence and political and electoral corruption in the 

country, the novel takes a leap to depict India under the rule of Indira Gandhi. One of the 

other major criticisms of Nehru also lies in the fact of his inability to groom a successor. 

After Nehru’s death, Lal Bahadur Shastri held the position of the Prime Minister of India for 

a short period of time until his death on 11 January 1966. After his demise, Indira Gandhi 

was acceded to the position of India’s prime minister even though she was opposed by many 

congressmen; the staunchest among them was Morarji Desai. Before being helmed as the 

Prime Minister, Indira served in Shastri’s cabinet in the minor portfolio of Minister of 
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Information and Broadcasting. Her inefficacy and incompetence is highlighted in Shashi 

Tharoor’s book India: from Midnight to Millennium and Beyond, where Tharoor calls Indira 

as ‘inarticulate’ and ‘tentative’ during her initial years in politics. What Rohinton Mistry 

depicted in the vast spectrum of India’s political history in A Fine Balance is the idealistic 

concepts on which India’s basis was kept, Nehru’s ineffective and faltering implementation 

of his ideas and Indira Gandhi’s absolute failure in again bringing those ideals into reality, in 

fact making the situation worse than what it had been in Nehru’s India. Many scholars 

believe that this in fact is due to Nehru’s failure in grooming a viable successor. Pradip Dey 

in his book Nehru: Legacy and Relevance bring this area to light when he says: 

“While he (Nehru) was the builder of democratic institutions and conventions, one has to 

acknowledge that he did not groom a second generation of leadership in the party or the 

country” (Dey 95)  

The result of this failure lies in the fact that Nehru himself couldn’t effectively 

implement all the ideas he had for India’s development and future nor was it effectively 

carried forward by his own daughter Indira Gandhi and in the end, all the ideals of Nehru 

remained merely ideals. The biggest ideal of Nehru—Socialism, in fact, remained an ideal 

under Indira Gandhi. Perhaps, this is the reason why Tharoor in his book India: from 

Midnight to Millennium and Beyond blatantly states ‘Sadly, Nehru’s daughter betrayed her 

father’s legacy.’ (Tharoor 36)  

Nehru, like many third world nationalist, was appalled by his country’s poverty, and 

saw imperialism as a sole perpetrator behind such appalling conditions. As an idealist, he was 

deeply moved by the poverty and suffering of the vast majority of his countrymen and was 

quickly attracted towards ideologies that advocated noncapitalist solutions for their problem. 

He was attracted by the Fabien society of Britain and in addition, admired the soviet model 

for bringing about the industrialisation and modernisation of a large, feudal and backward 
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state similar to India and this model provided a perfect example for the model for India. But 

Nehru’s socialism was not pure Marxian socialism but it was a mixture of Marxism and 

Liberal democratic socialism. Wary of not using forceful methods and also ensuring 

economic freedom, he believed in mixed economy and economic planning by giving equal 

share to private and public enterprises. One of the analogies that Jawaharlal Nehru set to 

assign was to compare his giant government owned industrialised projects his regime had set 

out to build with the ‘temples of the future’. What eventually happened was that the 

monopolisation of heavy industries effectively developed an era of License-permit Raj, 

dragging India deeper into the foils of middlemen, bureaucratic corruption and red tapism. 

The most affected by this policy of development and industrialisation were Ashraf Chacha 

and Maneck Kohlal’s father, both of whose business deteriorated with industrialised and 

manufactured cheap products, advertising campaigns and cut throat techniques. Farokh 

Kohlal’s product was under an attack of a giant organisation, which now had infiltrated Mr. 

Kohlal’s territory with ‘boardroom arrogance and advertising campaigns and cut throat 

techniques.’ The vulnerable Mr. Kohlal, stringent about his family product being converted 

into a commodity by such big organisation, refuse their offer to collaborate and gradually had 

to suffer loss of business and financial instability. The organisation had lofty techniques 

which once implemented assured Mr. Kohlal out of business. Such big organisation had 

enough source and capital to ensure havoc for other small business entrepreneurs and perhaps 

that’s what it did to kill Farokh’s product Kaycee in the town. They handed out frees samples, 

engaged in price wars and erected giant billboard depicting happy children with smiling 

parents. The shrewd cut throat technique and sagacious strategies to kill the price of other 

entrepreneurs is only capable by organisation with resources, capital and a smart team, all 

three which Kohlal lacked.  
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The same instability was also faced by other character Ashraf Chacha. He owned a 

small tailoring shop Muzzafar Tailoring Company, in which Ishwar, Narayan and Omprakash 

had learnt tailoring. Until few years back, the shop had flourished, had few frequent buyers, 

loyal customers and had been a busy shop. But the situation under Indira Gandhi rule had 

changed the market. The market had now developed for ready-made garments and Ashraf 

Chacha had revealed this just by saying few words to Ishwar and Omprakash when he wanted 

purchase a shirt for Omprakash’s wedding and they relented, asking him to sew instead. He 

says: 

“But nobody needs to sew. There is the new ready-made shop in the bazaar. The one that 

stole our customer. How can you forget? That shop was the reason you had to leave.” (Mistry 

519) 

He further revealed to Ishwar and Omprakash as how faithful customer, one by one, 

left Muzaffar Tailoring Company, including those whose families had been customer since 

Ashraf’s father’s time and all this betrayal was only because the giant organisation offered 

cheap prises.  

The basic problem behind this was Nehru’s vague concept of socialism and the 

eventual perpetrator was license-Permit Raj. The formulation of the concept of ‘mixed 

economy represented the ‘half-way house’ which eventually helped in strengthening the 

monopolies and big business houses, and the consequent tightening of the administrative 

apparatus. Those who had means to tackle the bureaucratic corruption of the government 

could only take the permit to function as a business organisation and the other weak, 

resource-less entrepreneur were left without permit, licence or will to carry out business 

operations.  

The major criticism of Nehruvian socialism and other idealistic concept of Nehru’s 

India is it’s vagueness. Critics and Scholars believe that even though the term was derived 
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and inspired by the Fabien society of Britain and the concept of socialism of USSR, Nehru’s 

socialism was different from both of them and remained vague and undefined. Pradip Dey in 

his book ‘Nehru: Legacy and Relevance’ gives a critical view of Nehruvian socialism by 

stating that after all the evaluation and assessment, socialist agenda of Nehru was vague. He 

even claimed that even though it came out from a man who was passionate about his ideas, in 

the end it only became in empty slogan which could be used for political needs. He further 

said in its criticism that “by being vague about it, he could bring it up when needed and 

discard it once the juice was extracted” (Dey 92)  

The same issue of unsuccessful advancement of legacy is addressed by The Times of 

India article ‘The God that failed: Nehru- Indira socialist model placed India in precipitous 

decline relative to the world’ which clarifies and describes the period between the year 1950-

1979 as the Licence Quota Raj (LQR). It opines that albeit other Prime Minister between the 

regime of Nehru and Indira government, the short lived tenure of Lal Bahadur Shastri and 

Morarji Desai were insignificant to bring any fundamental change, thus letting India 

remained a Nehru-Indira socialist and mixed economy. The articles clarifies with critical 

review of Nehruvian socialism by saying that the Nehru-Indira version of socialism was a 

complete failure compared to a market based models being used in other parts of the world 

after world war 2.  

It must be noted that Nehru’s socialism was indeed not a vile or an unworthy idea 

purported to deceit citizen. It was based on the benefit of citizen, to support them, maintain 

the coordination between material advancement and sound moral standards and also to pull 

the countrymen out of abject poverty that they were subjected to live under the colonial rule. 

Until Nehru’s death, the socialism was still a new idea, since Nehru set up the planning 

commission and got the congress to accept socialism in 1955, lesser than a decade before his 

death. Savya Sachi’s article Nehru’s concept of socialism published in Economic and 
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Political Weekly in 1964 states the reason behind its inefficacy was partly due to the fact that 

Nehru did not have enough time to work out the consequences and implications of the 

socialist society and therefore he could not give substantial and viable directives to the 

planning commission.   

The calamitous advancement and culmination of Nehru’s idealistic concept of 

socialism was later done by his own daughter and successor Indira Gandhi, who took socialist 

agenda to another step by her nationalisation of insurance, coal mines and oil industry, 

stricter control on import and export and nationalisation of heavy industry and financial 

institution. Consequentially, Nationalisation of heavy industry and financial institution led to 

their monopolisation of market and suppression of competition. Secondly, lower private 

entrepreneurship was suppressed through oppressive means, converting businessmen into rent 

seeker. The same fate and predicament Farokh Kohlal and Ashraf Chacha had to suffer, when 

both lost their business to those big organisations with enough sources, power and control on 

the administrative apparatus to monopolise the market, leaving sole proprietors and shop 

keepers into job seekers. Indeed this was the reason Ashraf Chacha had to send Ishwar and 

Omprakash to Mumbai to seek job and he reveals the reason by saying: 

“Good thing you left when you did, there is no future here” (Mistry 519)  

Shashi Tharoor in his book India: From Midnight to Millennium and beyond sums up 

Nehru’s legacy as a ‘mixed one’. He states that it majorly consisted of four pillars—

Democratic institution-building, staunch secularism, nonalignment and socialist economy. 

When talking about his fourth pillar—socialist economy, he termed it as ‘disastrous, 

condemning the people to poverty and stagnation and engendering inefficiency, red-tapism, 

and corruption on a scale rarely rivalled elsewhere.’ (Tharoor 29)  

Therefore, Rohinton Mistry’s novel has given enough evidences to claims its 

characters’ disappointment and helplessness at the failure of Nehru’s idealistic policies of 
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Nation-Building and Socialism. It has not been claimed that planning such ideas were wrong 

in the first place, but it has been criticised throughout that even though the planning was 

made and ideas were taken seriously, the implementation on the other hand lacked sincere 

efforts and execution. Thus, these unproductive and incompetent efforts lead to characters’ 

loss in dignity, financial instability, and stagnancy of their own life and their community.    

. 
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